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A PROGRAM i'OR THE TEAChING OF ENGLISH
THE mUA lOMAiJ'S COLLEGE, SEOUL, KOREA
Any attempt to present a program for the teaching
of the English language at the Ewha Woman's College must
be made with full realization of the attendant difficul-
ties* Curriculiam planning is not to be lightly engaged
in under any circumstances; in the orient it is unusual-
ly complicated, especially as it relates to the teaching
of English as a foreign language. The curriculum build-
er in this instance should have an adequate knowledge of
the nature of speech and language, of phonetic theory and
practice, of the psychology of learning as it applies to
speech, of the "grammatical structure of languages and
of linguistic problems generally," He should have ac-
quired the practical and fluent use of a second language,
have had successful experience in the teaching of a for-
eign language, and in the planning and successful opera-
tion of other courses of study. He should be thoroughly
familiar v^ith the fields of English and American litera-
ture, and with the most niodern procedures of linguistic
(c
1
pedagogy. The writer of this paper can claim to meet
these qualifications in limited measure only, some of
them not a^ all. Even so, practical c^uestions must be
met; they cannot wait for ideal solution at the hands
of eminently qualified educators. The insistent demand
for a revised program of English instruction at the
Ewha Woman's College has led to this atteiupt to plan
such a course of study.
In formulating such a course the foreign nature of
English teaching in the orient has been kept constantly
in mind. To the Korean student English is a foreign lan-
guage; problems concerned vvith its study and teaching
are those coram.on to the learning of any unknov<.n tongue,
"That English is a foreign language -^o the pupil,,,, is
a circumstance which in the standards expected of the
pupil, in the distribution of emphasis upon the differ-
ent attainments that are associated vath language study,
in the selection of books for study and in the methods
adopted in teaching, is repeatedly overlookea. , , ,This
fact of the foreign character of English we must as
teachers keep consciously and steadily in view,"
^Wyatt, H, "The Teaching of English in India," Page 2

For this reason, books dealing with probleins of
English teaching to English-speaking people have been
consulted but infrequently; on the other hand, books
Y/ritten by those concerned with the t-iaching of French,
German, or Spanish to English-speaking people, or with
with teaching of English in other foreign countries such
as India or Japan - these publications have been found
invaluable. The publications of "The Institute for
Research in English Teaching in Japan," and the various
issues of "The Modern Language Journal," have been the
object of intensive study.
Throughout the entire study the actual conditions
surrounding English teaching in Korea have been kept in
view; The course is therefore a practical rather than an
ideal one. On the one hand a definite effort" has been
made to avoid the impractical, the vain attempt to "lead
the student froui where he isn't to where he doesn't want
to go"; on the other hand there has been full recognition
of the ultimate ideals to be reached in the teaching of
English in Korea.
The corrective program of the first year and the

second-3''e8.r program have been given fuller treatment
than the other two years, both because the writer has felt
better qualified froni experience to consider these prob-
lems, and because the present conditions at Ewha seem to
demand emphasis upon the work of the first two years*
This program is offered with the hope that it may
meet, in however limited a measure, the actual needs
at the Ewha Woman's College, and that by its use the
time will sooner come v/hen it can be replaced by a more
ideal program.

CHAPTER I.
A SHORT HISTORY Off THE EVvHA 1?.0juAN''S COLLEGE
AND OF THE COMDITIOi^S UNDER V.HICH THE ENGLISH LAi\GUAGE
HAS siEM TAUGHT THERE
I. The Ewha Y> oman ' s College in 1910»
An analysis of present conditions at the Evvha
Roman's College is necessary before any adequate or
pfoperly-proportioned plan for the teaching of English
there can be formulated. To this end it is advisable
to present a short history of the institution and of
the conditions under v/hich English has been taught
there,
(1)
The Ewha V.oman^s College v/as organized in 1910
by the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, with Kiss Lula M» Frey as its
first principal* Its organization was in response to
the demand of Korean women for an institution of higher
learning, since there was no college in Korea at which
v/omen might study. Its purpose was not to instruct
women in so-called Christian principles alone, but to
(1) Underwood, Horace H. , "Modern Education in Korea,"
Page 143,
c<
(
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lay broad foundations for living. This institution an-
ticipated in its ideals that condition recently expressed
that, "The airr. of mission education in Korea is for mis-
sionaries to work with Koreans in their various life
activities, for the purpose of bringing both themselves
and the Koreans to a better understanding of life, and
to a better control of the forces lAhich make for the
(2)
fullest and richest life."
In 1910 a small number of Korean women, who had al-
ready come into contact with western ideals, desirea to
know more about western civilization and to enlarge the
narrow horizons which had been their heritage from hun-
dreds of years of comparative seclusion. The best means
of reaching this broader life seemed at that time to be
through the English language. For this reason the curric-
ula hours of the Ewha Woman's College were given with
English as practically the only medium of instraction.
The classes wgre small, individual needs could adequate-
ly be met, and the results of such individual instruction
easily seen and measured. In this earlier period of Ewha's
history emphasis was placed upon western culture and
(2) Fisher, James Srnest, "Democracy and Mission Educa-
tion in Korea," Page 53.

literature, perhaps to the exclusion of oriental culture.
The years betv/een 1910 and 1929 have adequately
demonstrated, however, that the introduction of the study
of the English language was not unwise. The fact that
in the Japanese Empire English has become the second
language, and that those in the orient who are now study-
ing English as a second language "exceed by many millions
(3)
those whose mother tongue is English," - these facts are
proof that the orient desires the English language both
as a medium of commercial communication and as a concomi-
tant of western culture and ideals. There are other val-
ues, also, that accrue from the study of English of which
the orient is not unconscious, English has become the
interpreter of the East to the West; Eastern nations
have in the English speech the only mouthpiece that the
West can or will understand. Further, the highest
service the English language can render to the orient
is its potential power to lead East and West to inter-
national amity.
(3) Palmer, H.E, "Supplement to Bulletin of the Institute
for Research in English Teaching," No, 41«

II. The Swha Woman * s College in 1925.
With such ideals as have been inentionecL, the teach-
ing of English continued in the Ewha V/oman's College ^rom
1910 to 1925, The scope of the teaching had gradually
broadenea, until in 1925 the college became a registered
"Semraon Gakko" (special school) under the Japanese
Educational Department, The college was reorganized into
two departments: a music course and a literary course.
Japanese and Korean became the mediums of instruction
in all classes except those definitely designates as
"English" or in those classes sufficiently advanced to
receive instruction in the English language from western
teachers and through the use of English texts»
The hours devoted to the study of English in the
literary department are indicates in the chart on page 9»
Although the music department offeree, also, a certain
number of hours of English instruction, our concerii is
with the literary departxjient since it is for that depart-
ment alone that this program of study is advanced.
i
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^^^^^ Li terature
,
Grejr.m&r Trajnslati on Goin posit ion Tota l
Prep
First
Second
Third
Fourth
10
10
10
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III. The Ewha Woman' s College in 1929 .
In 1929 the college was again reorganized in order
to meet changing conditions. A third cours3, home econ-
omics, was offerea and the preparatory year of the college
was discontinued. A study of the course of study of the
literary department, given on page 11, will shov/ that
although the preparatory year of the college has been dis-
continued, the total number of hours of English instruction
has been increased. The number of hours devoted to that
study is now approximately one third of the total hours
of each year;
The seemingly disproportionate number of hours
devoted to English is indicative of an effort to make
the Literary Department more truly a literary course,
and to reach more fully the higher ideals impliea by
that title.
English Total
32
31
31
30
First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year
12
12
10
10
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LITEaAilY COURSE.
Morals inclading ethics
I.
1
II.
1
III.
1
IV.
1
Bible 2 2 2 2
Tananess' Historv of .Tana
literature and Japanese Literaikure 5 2 2 2
Korean language and literature
Kistorv of Korean Literature
1 1
1JL
1 1
Fistorv: Oriental
Occidexital
2 2
3 3
Civics and Econorrjics 3
philosophy 3
Biology 2
Psvcholosv 2
w w -U V 2
Mathen^atics 3
Eaucation: History of Education
Pedao'oa'v. rosthods and iractice
2
5
physical Education 2 2 2 2
Music : E-delerats of Ilusic Appreciation
Home and Community Music
Music in the School
2
1
1
1
Home Scononiics:
Hygiene and Practical Home
^lursing
Household Science
Home ...aking and Child Care
1
1
2
English 12 12 10 10
32 31 31 30
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The relation of the Ewha Woman's College to the
educational system of Korea is shown by the charts on
page 13. These show the number of years devoted to pri-
mary and to high school instruction. In the Korean
school system the years corresponding to the primary
years in America are gsnerally designated by the term,
"Common School"; those corresponding to the hi,5h school
are called by the term, "Higher 'Common School."
The syllabus of the course of study in English of
the Ewha Higher common School is given on page 14 and the
pages immeaiately follov-ing. The syllauus indicated what
preparation, a student should have had when she makes
application for admission to Ewha College. A study of the
entrance exarfiination papers of the Ewha College will show,
however, that not more than one- third of any entering class
has had such a properly graded, scientific course. It is
not necessary to give a detailed account here of the incor-
rect speech habits of the other two-thirds, nor to gibe
evidence that an ideal program is impossible at Ewha under
present conditions. From all evidence we come to the con-
clusion that only a corrective program is possible or practi
cal, if we are to meet in the slightest degree the real
needs of Ewha students.
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EWHA HIGPim COiiil^OlT SChOOL
Syllabus of the Course of Study ixi English
J'irst Year
Terra 1. A. "English Through Actions," (In the hands of
the teacher.) IXiring first term students
perforii; actions and listen but ao not speak
except in phonetic drill,) Emx)hasize sections
on " Ixiiperative Drill" and ''Conventional Con-
versation."
jD. pho:ietic Drill based on "Progressive Exercises
in the English Phones." Teach "writixig of
pho^ietic script.
Term 2, "English Through Actions," Allov; students to
speak. Emphasize "Conventional Conversation"
During first five weeks of term prepare for
phonetic .deader by use of "English Through
Questions and Answers," iSook 1, Part 1,
During last weeks of term put into hands of
students "The E.iglish Standard iieader," Book 1,
part 1, (Phonetic Edition.)
Term 3, Teach ortnographic script. Begin the reading of
English Standard Reader Book 1, Part 1»
(Qrthograpnic text).
Composition: " Graded Exercises in English Compo-
sition." Book 1, Part 1,
Oral Viork: "English Through Questions and
Answers" Book 1, Part 1,
Writing: "New Century Penmanship," Introductory
fr*
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Second Year,
Reading: "Sta.idard English xleaders," Book 1, Part 1.
"Standard English Pleaders" book 1, Part 2»
Coinpositio:i: "Graded Exercises in English Goiiiposition,
Complete Book 1, Part !•
Book 1, Part 2,
Oral: "English Through Questions and Answers," Book 1,
parts 1 and 2.
GraiLmar :" Systematic Exercises in English Sentence
jauilding," Stage 1. Lessons 1 to 25.
TiVri ting: "New Century Penmanship," Book 1 and 2.
Third year.
Reading: "Standard English Readers," Book 2, Part 1.
Book 2, Part 2«
Composition: "Graded Exercises," Book 2, Part 1.
Book 2, Part 2.
oral: " English Through Questions and Ansv/ers,"
Book 2. Part !•
Book 2, Part 2.
Gra.imar: "^stematic Exercises," Stage 2. Lessons
25 to 50.
Y/riting: "lMev» Century Penmanship," Book 3.
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Fourth Year
Reading: "Standard Readers," Book 3, Parts 1 and 2»
Composition: "Graded Exercises," Book 3, Parts 1 and 2,
Grsiranar: "Systematic Exercises," Review of Sentence- types
of Books 1 and 2, Lessons 1 b to 50 b,
oral: "English Through Questions and Answers," Book 3,
parts 1 and 2,
Writing: "New Century Penmanship," Book 4«
In this chapter Y/e have attempted to present a
short history of the Ewha Woms^n's College, the conditions
under which English has been taught there, ejid the def-
inate demands of the present situation in regard to the
teaching of English in that institution. Thtt, following
chapter will be devoted to setting forth the purpose, the
alms, and the principles which are necessary considerations
in the planning of a prograni for the teaching of English
at the Ewha V/cman's College.
f
t t
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CHAPTER 11.
FUNKAiyiENTAL CONSIDKRATIONS
IN PLANNING A mOGRMii S'OR THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH
AT THE EWHA WOMAN'S COLLEGE.
I. Purpose .
The English teaching at the Ewhj^ 'Woman's College
is dominated by two ideals: one of these is personal
and individual - that the Korean woman may find in Eng-
lish a practical meaium through which she may be led to
the culture of all the English-speaking world; that
this achievement may bring her, not to estrangement
from her own culture and life, but to "A better under-
standing of all life, ajid to a better control of the
(4)
forces which make for the fullest sjid richest life,"
The second ideal is international, and can best be
stated in the words of Dr. J. Sakurai : "The best
thing we can do««,.is to adopt a v/idely- spoken foreign
language, such as English, as the mediuim of communi-
cation inall our international dealings. Indeed Eng-
lish is almost becoming an auxiliary international
language v;ith us. So, to-day, not only scholars and
teachers, but alxo diploinats, politicians, laYfyers,
(4) Fisher, J.E,
,
"Democracy and Kissicn Education in
Korea," Page 53,
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manufacturers, business men and, in fact, all classes
of educated men and "women need to have such knov/ledge
of English as may be usea with a fair degree of fluency
and accuracy, not o.ily on account of its cultural value
but also on accoiont of its utility as an indispensable
instrument of success in all our international undertak-
(5)
ings, "Whether as a nation or as individuals."
II, Aims ,
The general aims of the teaching of English at Ewha
must, then, be such as to contribute directly to the pur-
pose previously outlinea. The following aims are none
too high if Korean women are to find in English a practi-
cal meaium which will lead them to the culture of the
English-speaking world, and if they are to use English
as an instrument of international good .ill. The teach-
ing of English at Ewha vdll have as general aims:
1. The training of students to understand ordinary,
every-day, idiomatic English as it is spoken by the per-
son to whom it is a native language,
(5) Sakurai, Dr. J,, Address before the Annual Conference
of the Institute for Research in
English Teaching in Japan, -Tov, , 1925.
I+ K *
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2. The training of students to speak fluent, idio-
matic English with, the intonations, rhythm, inflections,
and cadence that will make it intelligible to English-
speaking people. This can be shovvTi to be the shortest
and most economical v;ay of reaching other aims, as well
as to be of real value in itself.
3. The training of students to read idiomatic Eng-
lish easily without having recourse to the painful and
uneconomical method of translation with the aid of gram-
mar and dictionary.
4. The training of students to write English vath
a minimum of error, and v.ith only slightly mo^e frequent
use of the dictionary than would be employed by the native
English-speaking person.
5. The four foregoing may be summed up in a fifth
in the words of Glehn: "The chief linguistic aim of any
sound method of foreign language teaching. .vis: one
that will give the pupil a real conuijand of the language -
both of the spoken and of the written idiomi - differing
not in kind, but only in degree from his comiuand of his
mother tongue.. ..In other words we miust aim at developing
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in our pupils that instinctive, unerring language sense,
or "Sprachgefuhl* which v/e all possess in varying degrees
(6)
in the mother tongue."
6. The laying of a foundation for an appreciation fif
English literature, and an increasing knowledge and appre-
ciation of the history and institutions of the English-
speaking peoples, and a better understanding of their
(7)
contributions to irodern civilization.
These general aims are ultiniate and ideal ones
which we must ever have before us in the teaching of
English in the orient. At the same time, since ideal and
actual conditions are seldom identical, we must set up
specific aims to apply more particularly to the first
two years of teaching at Ewha College, These specific
aims will be:
1, To correct the iuistaken atLitudes many students
have had toward the study of English, to effect a "right
about face", and to create in the student a correct atti-
tude tov/ard herself and her problem of learning English.
2» To place the language study of the Ewha student
upon so firm a phonetic basis that in the remaining years
(6) Glehn, Louis de, in "The New Teaching," Page 76.
(7) Compare with list of iimtiediate and ultlaate objectives
of modern language, "Modern Language Instruction in
Canada," Vol. I, Page 429.
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of study a minimun of attention v/ill have to be given
to pronunciation, intonation s ent^.ice rhythm etc.
3» To dorrect many definite errors in the sppech
habits of Ev;ha students.
4, To lay the foundations of an ability to distin-
guish between styles of language, "By his indiscrimi-
nate mixture of styles v/e recognize also the foreign
(8)
student of the language." The Evr/ha student should
begin to distinguish between plain English, poetical,
antique, colloquial, technical, vocational, humorous,
pompous, and decorative styles.
III. Princir)les »
1. "That the oral method with the use of phonetics
is the only method by v/hich a foreign language can be
(9)
really learnea,"
We do not need to justify this as a general principle
of language study; all modern linguists are authority
(10)
for it. Yet there is need to justify it as a prin-
ciple for the Ewha College whose students should already
(8) Palmer, H.E., "The Right Word," Supplement to Bulle
tin, ilew Series, ITo. 23, April, 1926.
(9) Brov/n, "Speech Psychology in its Relation to
the Teaching of English in Japan."
(10) See Bulletin, May 1927.
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have been well grounded in the oral method in the higher
common school, and who should have fixed once for all
their pronunciation habits. If we rerue .ber that less
than one-third of the entering class at Ewha have had
what might be termed "an ideal, properly graduated,
scientific course" in the higher common school, we are
quite justified in maJking our program a corrective one,
and in planning for the first year of the Ewha College
a scientific phonetic program.
2, That speech in the key to reading. Teaching
shall be in "the spirit in which the foreign language
is first studied as a living language 0.1 the basis of
(11)
speech," This principle is voiced by various lin-
guists; "Nov/ this language sense, this direct associa-
tion that we aim at has its roots in the spoken tongue.
Hence the most effec->ive way of achieving cur end is to
make the ouiDils constantly hear and soeak the foreign
'(12)
language." "Nearly all of our mental life contaiHS
(13)
speech-elements." "The best method of inculcating
linguistic forms is to make the first apoeal to the ear,
(14)
to be followed by imitative speaking exercises."
(11) Palmer, H.E. "Bulletin of the Institute," New Series
No, 20, January, 1926,
12) Glehn, Louis de, in "The Hew Teaching," Page 76,
13) Bloomfield, Leonard, "An Introduction to the Study
of Languages," Page 56,
(14) Handschin, Claries, H. "Methods of Teaching liodern
Languages," Page 21.
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3, The use of the "direct method." "By direct
method is here meant interpreting without the use of the
mother tongue. That this is the best method if a speak-
ing knowledge and an intimate acquaintance with the lan-
ds)
guage are desired is now fully accepted." The direct
method should be usea at Ev/ha as consistently as possible
but it should never be forgotten that simple, necessary
explanations in the native language do much to make pos-
sible an intelligent mastery of a point in question. In
a corrective course the use of the native language will
probably be greater than in an ideal program, since ex-
planations necessary to overcome erroneous ideals can
most economically and effectively be made in the Korean
language. Certainly an extensive use should be made of
the Korean language in the teaching of phonetics.
4, Plain, simple English first. This is a principle
to which we must wholeheartealy assent if we desire any
measure of success in the teaching of English at Ewha.
"One of the points on which we must be the most insistent
is the necessity for s imple expression. The average adult
student iir.agines that his first foreign compositions will
(15) Handschin, Charles. H, , "liiethods of Teaching Kodern
Languages," Page 53,
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have all the richness of expression that characterized
his compositions in his native tongue, •••Ke must be
given to understand in the clearest and most categoric
of terras that he must perfectly assiu,ilate a siajple
and limited vocabulary in order to express siiuple thoughts.
As the art student must learn to use the pencil before
attempting the use of the brush, as the student of math-
ematics grapples with s imple equations before aspiring
toward the calculus, in short as we all learn to walk
before learning to run... .so also must the student of
language content himself during the eatjy stages with
with expression of simple thoughts before atteiLpting to
(16)
vie with the masters of foreign literature."
The average first-year student at Ewha already has
a rather large vocabulary; she is indiscriminate in her
use of this. Until she has a mastery of plain English,
we have no right to assume that she has an adequate
foundation for any real study of English literature,
or that she will be able to find in English a medium
which will lead her to the culture of the English- speak-
4
ing world, Jespersen says, "There is no earthly reason
(16) Palmer, H.E., "The Scientific Study a nd Teaching
of Languages," Page 236.
iu r » « <
i
k
I'
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why the pupil should practice using anything else but
(17)
every- day language."
5, The study of English literature only after the
establish-i.ent of a firm foundation of plain, simple
English. Although the literary course in English at
Ewha College is avowealy one having as its aim the
knowledge and appreciation of English as literature,
Wyatt's statement has never been more applicable than
to this very case; "To aim at literature is to miss the
way to language. To aim at language is to pave the way
(IB)
to literature." On this point Bloomfield comments
as follows: "Vi/hile the matter read should, of course,
be characteristic of the foreign nation's life and cul-
ture, the selections should not hasten to tell too much
at the cost of simplicity. Selections of literary value
should not be introduced before the pupil can understand
them; if he cannot, their literary qualities are lost
to him.,, .The premature reading, or rather pottering
through, foreign literature in our schools. ,is a mere
(19)
working out of senseless puzzles,"
(17) Jespersen, Otto, "How to Teach a Foreign Language."
Page 79,
18) Vfyatt, H. , "The .eaching of English in India," Page 8,
19) Bloomfield, Leonard, "An Introductio.i to the Study
of Languages," Page 304,
•
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The five principles advocated above are, v;e believe,
in accord with the most raodern theories and experiments
in psychology and linguistic peaagogy. It is hardly
necessary to add that the course Kust have proper grada-
tion and "proceea froiri kno'wn to unknown by easy steps
each of -which will serve as preparation for the one fol-
(20)
lowing."
In this chapter v.e have attempted to answer three
impoetant quesi^ions which are lundaiiiental considerations
to our study. The first of these was, "Y.hy is English
taught at the Ewha V.oman's College?" The answer to this
question set forth the definite purpose, the ideal, which
is the impetus of all teaching at Ewha College, The
second question v^as, "Vvhat definite ogjectives are to be
sought in the teaching of English at Swha College?" The
answer was presencea in the form of certain general and
specific aims to be sought in the teaching at Ewha. The
third Question askea, "Eow shall the English language be
taught at the Ewha Woman's College?" The answer advocated
five principles upon which the teaching of English should
be based. If the foregoing analysis of the purpose, aims,
and principles of English teaching at Ewha has been com-
plete and logical, we are now ready for the definite
program of the first year.
(20) Palmer, H.S. "Scientific Study and Teaching of
Languages," Page 119.
r
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CiiAPTER III.
THE CORI^ECTIVE PKOGKAk OP THE i? LriST YEAH
I, The Preliminary Examination ,
The first important consideration of this year is
the preliminary examination, the purpose of viiich is to
determine definitely just v-hat proceaure is to be advised
in the corrective work. If it is carefully planned, the
entrejice examina tion can give this desired information.
Applicants who cannot make a certain ranking can be elim-
inatea; the definite needs of the others can be determined
by the examination.
The first inquiry should be concerning the previous
history and experience of the applicant. Since the pur-
pose of this is to obtain definite data rather than to
give a test of language ability, a card designed in the
Korean language should ask for the following or siirdlar
information:
Directions: Answer these questions in Korean with
the exception of the names of English teachers and the
titles of English books.
Nairie Home Age
In what schools have you studied English?

under what teachers have you studied English?
Hovj long have you studied English?
Was English the language of the class room in these schools?
What graiauar texts have you studied? Vihat readers? V. hat
other texts in English?
What books in any language have you ever reaa v/hich tell
of English or American life?
Have you ever taught? Wha"t)? Where? When? How long?
Have you ever received any instruction in the theory
of learning a foreign language, or in speech psychol-
ogy?
Have you received any phonetic instruction? Do you know
the symbols of the "International Phonetics Associ-
ation?"
Does any one in your family or present place of residence
speak English?
Is ajiy one with whom you are living Studying English nov/?
Whiat is your purpose in desiring to enter the Literary
(^1)
Department of Ev/ha College?
The examination designea to test language ability
should be basea on the principle of testing the student's
present progress toward the attainment of the first four
(21) After Handschin, Charles H. , "Methods of Teaching
Modern Languages, " Page 305,
t5
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aims previously outlined:
1, Test the student's ability to understand simple
English vfhen spoken naturally by the English- speaking
person.
That all other factors may be eliminated, this
should be in the form of questions or statemeni.s spoken
at a normal rate in English to be answered in Korean
either orally or in writing. The procedure measures,
then, only the ability to understand the spoken English,
A slightly more difficult form of testing this
ability has been de iseci by Graybill in "The English
Mastery Tests of Auditory Comprehension." In these the
student is given a form with choices to be markea after
he has listened to the question. The test is so devised
as to be a very fair judgment of his understanding of
spoken English,
2» Test the student's ability to speeJc fluent,
idiomatic English in 'such a manner as to oe intelligible
to the native speaker.
This may be done by such tests as previously out-
lined; this time, however, the ansv/ers must be given
(22) See Appendix for samples of these tests*
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in English, Such a test measures both of the last two
abilities, since if a pupil cannot anderstand the ques-
tion in English, he certainly cannot answer it. This
short oral test should be confined to rather simple
subject matter, since the nervous strain of answering
questions before a strange teacher may cause a student
to respond less freely than in familiar surroundings
and before a well-known instructor.
That this personal factor may be given auB- consideaa-
tion, a further test of the student's proficiency and
training in the spoken language may be made. This test
should cover ooinLs of phonetic theory and practice, and
should be so planned as to reveal what phonetic training
the student has had, as well as to determine how detailed
the program of phonetic instruction in the first year
will neec. to be. The test may well include such forms
of #orlc as the following:
a. Short sentences or words to be transcribed into
phonetic script,
b. Oral reading of short passages in phonetic or
orthographic script*
t
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c. The answering of questions based o.i the exact
wording of a short passage of English prose just read by
the student.
Example: Passage, "Beethoven was a famous writer
of music who v-as born in Germany a long
time ago, 'The itlocnlight Sonata' is one
of his well-knovm compositions"
Q,. V.as Beethoven a famous writer of music?
A. Yes, he was,
Q.V.as he born in Germany?
A, Yes he was,
V<here was he born?
A. He was born in Germany,
Y-as he a writer of music or a writer of
stories?
A. He was a writer of music,
Q,, Did he write stories or music?
A. He wrote music.
Q^. V.as he born a long timie ago or only a short
time ago?
A, He was born a long time ago.
Y.as the 'Moonlight Sonata' one of his well-
known compositions?
A. Yes, it was,
Q,. Tell me the naiLe of one of his well-known
compositions.
Etc, etc.
The quickness of comprehension in understand^the
question, and the fluency and ease with which it is
answered will be an accurate measure of the student's
proficiency in under stand-ing and speaking English,
The examiner should choose for this test material that
in content and difficulty would be con^parable to that
usually read in the fourth year of the higher coiiJLon
school.
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<! The taking of dictation of familiar short
passages to be transcribed into phonetic or orthographic
script,
e. Choice-questions covering points of phone c-ic
theory. ExaiLple: underline the correct pronunciation
of the word "cough"; Wavf ^ Kof , U ov-f
^^^^
f. Such semi-oral questions as those designed by
(24)
professor ilinshiro Ishikav/a.
g. True-false questions covering points of pronun-
ciation, Exaffiple:
1, The word "cough" is correctly pronounced
2. The pronunciation of tha Korean word AJL—
is identical with the English vvord "go." T* f,
3, Test the student's ability to read simple, idiomatic
English fluently. This can be done by the reading of
short passages in orthographic script. Sections b, and
c, of ohe previous test also measure this ability. In
this test a passage of the proper gradation should be
chosen, preferably from some supplementary reader which
(23) Note: Throughout this paper the symbols of the
International Phonetics Association are used.
(24) Described in "Bulletin" of Institute for .research
in English Teaching." Nev/ Series rTo, 47,
September, 1926
1^
t
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the student is not likely to have "cra-irjea," This v^'ill
be, then, a fair test of the ability we are trying to
measure.
Yvritten exercises in sentence or v;ord-coniprehension
can be given. These can include vocabulary tests, multi-
ple-choice questions, true-false, completion tests over
material that the student has just read,
4. Test the student's ability to v;rite simple
English, This is not a test of calligraphy, but of coiu-
position skill. It should comprise tests of at least two
graded of difficulty: first, the simple and "less free"
forms of composition, testing exact knov.'ledge of grammar
and idiom; second, a freer form of composition to test
the student's ability to express himself in English,
a. Tests in "conventional composition,"
exercises designed to test grammar and idiom that must
be modified for Korean use. The B, sections of these
(1) Completion exercises.
Conversion exercises.
Multiple- choice questions.
Q,uestion-framing and answering.
Graybill has some tests of completion
< I.
4
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are not to be recorraiiended since they call for recognition
of and correction of erroneous forras« The procedure,
however debatable its value as a class exercise, has no
(25)
place in a preliiLinaL-y examination.
b. Tests of free composition. In this test certain
simple topics are set for the student on which she may
write freely. In this type of work there is the greatest
chance for error, but the sentence-framing and paragraph-
framing ability of a student can be accurately measured.
The following books will give helpful suggestions
in the planning and adininistering of the preliiuinary
examination:
1, "Preparation and Use of ITew- Type Examinations."
Patterson.
2, Measurement in Higher Education," Wood
3, "The New York Experiment with New- Type Modern
language Tests." Hlood,
4, "Memorandxim on the isiew-Type Exanji.iation, " Palmer,
5, "i<eport of Commission on .;ew Type Examinations"
College Entrance Saucation Board. il.Y.
6, "Graded Exercises in English Composition." Palmer.
(25) Note; See Appendix for saiuples of these.
4
i
4.
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7, "How to Construct the True-False Examinaticn.
"
Weidemann,
8, "Modern Language Tiistruction in Canada." Vol. II
Pages 818-852.
9, "Papers Set for Teacher's Examination," Univer-
sity of London. (26)
10. "Achievement Tests in Llodern Foreign Languages"
Henraon.
Sets of all examinations given should be filed for
future use. Files should also be ke jt of the examination
papers of the applicants. Easily accessible at all times
should be the papers of those applicants who are admitted
to Ewha College, for the teacher will neea to refer to
these frequently in planning work for her classes. The
file of those papers which are of too low a ranking to
admit the applicant will, nevertheless, be valuable,
for they will tell (jiuch of the prevailing tendencies
in language-learning, indicate where improvement in
teaching is needed, and provide valuable data to further
the proi^ress of reform in English teaching in Korea,
(26) Too difficult for Ewha College applicani.s, but very
suggestive.
^
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ll, A Program of Instruction in Speech Psychology and
the Princiiples of Language Study ,
The next important consideration in tha first year
is the program of instruction in speech-psychology and
the principles of language learning, Handschin stresses
the value of giving a class instruction in the best
methods of study. In Korea and Japan, ^Ahere there
has been much misconception of the nature of language
and speech, this teaching is needea. At the Sv;ha V*oman's
College, v/here a large proportion of the entering students
have formed wrong habits, or have totally erroneous ideas
of what they are trying to accomplish, this instruction
is important enough to warrant the setting aside of two
hours on the teaching scheaule. The object of the course
should be to have the student realize the true nature of
speech, to acquire elementary knowledge of the psychology
of the learning process as it relates to speech, and to
come to a just appreciation of the value of habit-formation
in the learning of language. The student should be brought
to realize that, "Langua=j,e is not a process of logical
(27) Handschin, Charles K, , "Methods of Teaching Modern
Languages," Page 284,
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reference to a conscious set of rules; the process of
understanding, speaking, and writing is everywhere an
associative one. Heal language teaching, consists of
building wo in a pupil those associative habits which
(28)
constitute the language to be learned,"
In this course should be given first the fundamen-
tal principles of learning. Later these should be applied
to the specific matter of speech-learning, and directea
to the formation of speech-learning habits. The course
should be given in the Korean language.
Since there is no text book in Korean or Japanese
available for this purpose, the follo'vving selections
are recommended as sources for the building of such a
course, and for the selection of material to be trans-
lated into Korean for use by the student:
1, "Psycholgoy" lli'oodworth,pp 182-217 ,
2, "Introduction to Psycholggy" Seashore, Chapters
XVI, XVII, and XVIII,
3, "Psychology from the Standpoint of a iiehavior-
ist," Tj^'atson, Chapter IX,
4, "The Learning Process." Meumann,
(28) Bloomfield, Leonard, "The Study of Languages,"
Page 29 3,
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5, "The Scientific :"tudy and Teaching of Languages,
Paliuer,
6, "psychology for Students of Education," Gates.
Chapters X, XI, XII, XIII.
7, "The Five Speech-Learning habits." Palmer.
6, "Everyday Psychology for Teachers," Bolton,
pp ldki-217.
9. "Fundamental Principles of Learning aiid Study"
Edwards, pp 106-142.
10. "Psychology and the School," Caraeron, pp 195-
218.
11. "The Psychology of Learning," Pyle, pp 1-9-
;
115-157.
12. "The Learning Process," Colvin, pp 1-32; 159-
192-;2ol-294.
13. "The :iormal :..ind," Burnham, pp 283©309.
14. "How Children Learn," FreeKan.
15. "Theory and Practice of Language Teaching,"
Kittson,
16. Bulletins of "The Institute for xlesearch in
English Teaching in Japan," Selected
articles in issues of the years 1923 to
1929.
Charts similar to those ou the following pages v.- ill be
of use in the program of speech psycholOt^|and theory
of language Isarning.
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THE LEARiaNG PiiOCESS
HULES 0^ B/iPiiESSION KULKS OF ASSOClATIOiJ.
RULES OF RiiiCALL, RULES 0^ RECOGBITION.
(Suggested by Seashore's "Introduction to Psychology")
Chapter XVII,
c
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FOUH SIDES OF THE SAIiE THIlsiG
Pronunciation "tv^l'^ Hov/ does it sound?
Semantics lhat does it naean?
Orthography
~tsjLJ2_ is it spelled?
Grammar How does it change ?
4#
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TKE SPfiECh LEAHiaNG HABITS
ORAL OBSERVATIuH LOOK AlTD LI3TM
IMITATION IMITATE
CATEiJlZDTG LIITK TOGETHER
SEkLAL^TIGS KEQW THE ikEAlTIiJG
COMPOSITIOiT BY Ai^ALOGY COPY THE v^iODEL
FOUR PHASES OF ASSL^ilLATION
PERCEPTION
rilTATION
RECOGiilTIOU
REPRODUCTION
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III. The Program of Phonetics ^
The next proceaure is intensive training in phonetics^
"It must be our aim from the very first to ^^et that pro-
nunciation absolutely correct, It is important to real-
ize that this can be done provided v.e do not rely on mere
imitation vvhere the only check is the ear, but teach pro-
nunciation by a wise application of the results cf the
science of phonetics: i.e» our pupils must learn vvhat
speech- sounds are and hovv- they are producea, and add to
the checking power of the ear the constructive pov>rer of
deliberately placing the vocal organs in certain positions
to produce certain sounds. This is the only way to counter-
act the instinctive tendency to a.ssiu.ilaue the foreign
speech sounds to those of the mother tongue."
This part of the corrective program will be more
difficult, perhaps, than any other, for the teacher will
have the seemingly impossible task of correcting pronun-
ciation habits of long standing. The lack of text books
for the Korean student, and of books on the Korean phonetic
system is a great handicap. The only existing studies
of the Korean speech sounds follov/ the vicious practice
(29) Glehn, Louis de, in "The iiew Teaching," Page 83,
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of transliterating th3 English sounds in approximate
Korean, To transliterate the English Mvord"about" ( f or
example) as o[-/^^- is a procedure that caimot be
tolerateci, expecially in a corrective course, llvhat is
needed is nothing short of a scientific study of the
Korean speech sounds, and their representationby dis-
tinct symbols, so that Korean (as has Japanese) may
talce its place among those languages that are represen-
ted by symbols of tha Interi.ational Phonetics Association,
Lacking this, however, the teacher of English to Korean
students must use her own knov;ledge of Korean as a basis
of comparison and contrast. She musb know that the sound
representea in Korean by is not the equivalent
of English Olr nor the Korean o|-| of English
CV • To be able to make these distinctions, end to
show her students how these seemi.igly similar sounds
differ - this is the very essence of a corrective program
of phonetics.
The course should comprise ear-training exercises,
phonetic dictation, articulation exercises, drill in the
rhythm, inflection, intonation and cadence of the English

language. The time devoted to such v/ork should be the
equivalent of two hours on the teaching scheo.ule, and
should be distributea in f if teen-rcinute periods at
the beginning of hours devotea to other forms of work.
Drill of this sort over longer periods of time becomes
tiresome and ineffective,
For this course the following text books and equip-
ment are recomiuendea
:
Student text books: "The Principles of English Pronun-
ciation," J.V, Martin and M, Cmura.
"Everyday Sentences in Spoken Eng-
lish, " (phonetic transcription,
)
"English Phonetic Diagrams," J.V,
Martin and H.E. Palmer,
"A Handbook of English Intonation,"
Aemstrong and V^ard,
Teachers' text books:
1, FoT class drill:
"Progressive Eixercises in the
K'iglish Phones."
"Eiiglish Intonation with Systematic
Exercises," Palmer,
"Manual of Exercises for the Cor-
rection of Speech Disorders,"
scripture and Jackson
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2, General:
"Concerning Pronunciation," Palmer
"Teachers Book of Phonetics,"
Barrow and Ccrdts.
"A Graffimar of Spoken tiglish,"
pal.i.er. Part I,
(30)
Classroon] equipment: Kaitakusha Eiiglish Phone Charts.
^» The Study of Basic Speech .-aterial .
By the term "basic Liaterial" are meant woras, v/ord-
groups, or sentences which are memorized and mechanized
"ready-made" as they stand. "The chief advantages of
memorizing ready-made sentences are that each cne is
al5ailable for use at any moment and can d e produced
correctly without reflection or calculation, and that
each one may serve as a Kodel from which other sentencSs
(31)
may be derived." "Probably the most useful kind of
personal effort aud one which is most easily enforced
is the learning by heart of many typical phrases* The
provision of such a mould into which his (the student's)
(30) See Appendix.
(31) Bulletin, New Series ..o. ki2, ...arch, 1926«
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(32)
thoughts may be cast is of irrimense value.
T3|^ value of such memorizing can hardly be doubtea.
Most modern linguists agree on this point, provided the
memorizing is properly done, and the proper material is
used for memorizing, "Our quarrel is not vdth memory
work, but with poor ways of memorizing, jor must not
memory furnish all the data for the solution of Toroblems?
(33)
IS it not therefore a basic requirement?
The basis material to be learnea by the Ewha student
miust be such as to be of real value. She should be dis-
couraged from inventing v;ord-groups and sentences, and en-
couraged to memorize appropriate and useful models*
"Unf or tunately, . . .more often than not, the basie material
which is furnishea to him (the student) consists exclusive©
ly of isolated words; the model sentences which serve as
moulds or matrices for the jCornaing of derivative miaterial,
are withheld; explicitely or implicitely the stuaent is
given to understand that such models are superfluous, in
some cases it is worse; he is given to understand that
the memorizing of vvord-groups and sentences is a vicious
(34)
procedure akin to cheating."
(32) "Government Report on the Position of ilodern Lan-
guages in the Educational System of Great Britain."
(35) Handschin, Charles, H. , "jlethods of Teaching ...odern
Languages, Page 23.
(34) Bulletin, May, 1926.
<t
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The memorizing of extendea passages of prose or
poetry is not to be advisea i.i the first-year xjrogram.
Such material is never of conversational use go the
student, nor can it be used as a model for the formation
of other material unless it is broken up. Although it
is well to store the memory with such material later, it
should be used only infrequently in the first year.
The choosing of appropriate basic material is not
easy; any book v;ith set English phrases or sentences
to be memorized runs the rusk of being stereotyped, or
at best, unsuited to the needs of the :gtudents. The
follov/ing books may be usea; fro..- numerous so-called
"phrase books" or books of iaioms, the taacher may se-
lect other appropriate material to be usea in this way:
1. "Everyday Sentences in Spoken English," Palmer,
2. "The xieady Speaker," j^'lorence V.ells.
3, "Systematic Exercises in Eng,lish Sentence Build-
ing, Stage 1 and Stage 2,
4, "A Handbook of Present Day English," Kruisinga,
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V. Exercdises Desighea to Correct Definite Speech Errors
of Korean Students *
A study of the entrance examinations at Ewha College
shows that incorrect speech habits of the Korean student
include the following:
1. Incorrect intonation and prononciation,
2. Halting, unidiomatic speech,
3. Inability to understand normally- rap id speech.
4. Dependence upon faulty methods of mental trans-
lation,
5. Specific faults in grejiiiiar and idiom in regard
to the following:
a. The noun(nuraber, agreement
,
coniruon, proper,
countable, uncountable, etc,
)
b. The use of the English article.
c. The verb:
Progressives.
Third person, singular.
past and perfect tenses.
Emphatic forms.
Future tenses.
passives
c
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d. The pronouns.
e. Use of negatives,
f. Use of interrogatives,
g. Time phrases,
h. Conjunctions.
i. l\ord-order,
j, prepositions,
]£, Agreement of all kinds,
"^e have already outlined certain procedures that
will tend to correct the first four of these tendencies,
For the fifth, a definite series of corrective exercises
must be planned. Although we cannot here give these in de-
tail, the following suggestions are made:
1, The English noun. The entire question of the
English noun must be carefully considerea. Several points
are to be observed in presenting this to Korean students:
a. Make clear the difference between the English
noun- complex and the Korean,
b. Make clear the distinctions between proper and
common nouns.
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c. Stress the idea of countability and uncountability
since this afiects the use of the article with the noun.
d. Stress the changes that come in expressing singu-
lar and plural meanings, since the Korean v/ays of indicat-
ing plurals is very different from the English,
e. Teach the Articles and other deteri.iinatives
while teaching nouns, (35)
2, The English article, 'Eo lother words in English
furnish material for more frequent errors by foreign
speakers of English from all lands, Vve suggest a .LOst
carefal study of "The Theory of 'che English Article."
(Chart on Page 51), A mere reading of material vvill not
oe sufficient. Let the teacher make of the following
sheet a lar^e chart, or block off on the blackboard the
squares as suggested, that comparisons ana contrasts may
be made. Keep this before the class for weeks; each day
devote a short time to drill on the article, put new
examples in the squares, call attention to good examples
of each kind. Only persistent dvill will form the right
habits.
(55) Bulletin, July 1926.
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TH£ i'hEORY OP THE ENGLISH ARTICLE
PARTITIVE ' Sli^GULAH PLaRAL UlJCOUNTAjiLE
Sin:ple I see a tree. I see some trees* I see some water
Negative Ido not see a I do not see any I do not see any
tree. teees. water.
IndiscriiLin.3L
tcry. Any port in a Any trees will You can write
storm. grow here. that with any
ink.
Discrimina- One tree was hislr . Some trees Seme water was
tory, were high. pure.
Special Three times a da
INDEFII)JITE
Normal Hhis. is a diction These are dic- This is water.
ary. tionaries.
Special. "What a large What large HChat nice
bookj booksi weather.'
DEFINITE
Distributive. The horse is an Look at the Look at the
animal. stars. blueness of the
Distinguish- I see the house , I see the houses
sky.
. I see the water
ing.
Ja/wliJ \JliO wX A U X V C 1 ± s e e Ln i s 1 see unese T fsap +Vi T £5^ www vJ>XXw
ho.use. houses. water.
Special, The larger the better. The more the
better.
(Taken from Supplement to the Bulletin)
(c
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3, Th3 English verb. The verb in its varying forms
is, of course, difficult in any language. Talking about
the changes is useless, Jespersen says, these
grammatical rigmaroles as a rule are scarcely "worth as
much as the counting out rigmaroles of the children: eeny,
(36)
raeeny, rainy, mo," "It is quite common for teachers
,,,,to set aside periods for the separate teaching of
graiiimar, and to devote these to instfucting the pupil in
certain laws of the language as expounded in a grammar
textbook, ,, .A great deal of the time devoted to this kind
of stuff is worse than wasted, as far as our main object,
(27)
the pupil's practical mastery of the language, is concernea."
For the Ev.'ha student we recommend the very extensive
use of action-chains to stress the changes in verbs which
indicate different tenses, persons, and numbers* By dif-
ferent stages of development, the action-chain can impress
these changes most effectively, ihe writer has had begin-
ning students, after three weeks' drill in such, distinguish
accurately between oast and present-perfect tense forms, a
very difficult distinction and one not always made by notably
(36) Jespersen, Otto, "How to Teach a Foreign Language,"
page 111,
(37) Ify.tt. H.. "T^e Teaching of i„ India.-Page 79.
1 . - « • {
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fluent speakers of English, Gouin is responsible for the
action-chain, but we use it In a very much modified form.
It consists of a simple succession of actions which can be
performed in the class room:
I am getting up,
I ajD going to the desk,
I am taking a book from the desk,
I am walking to the bookcase.
I am putting the book in the bookcase,
I am shutting the bookcase door,
I am walking back to my seat,
I am sitting down.
This can be used in nineteen different stages, in all persons
(36)
and numbers. By such questions^-s the following, the
teacher can ^ex, from the student any response desirea.
This work must be conducted with drill-like accuracy,
l^hat are ^ou doing? (he, she, they, we, etc., etc)
^Ahat have you done ?
\ihat did you do?
Ifihat d£ you do every day?
If I tell you to get up, what vail you do?
If I asked you t o ^et up, v;hat shoula you d o ?
If I had asked you to get up, what should you have
don?
Ihen you sat down just now, what had you done ?
Says Jespersen, "Therefore the first condition for good
instruction in foreign languages would seem to oe to
(38) " English Through Actions," Page 299 givas excellent
suggestions on the action-chain.

give the pupil as much as possible to do with and in the
(39)
foreign language.
A short fifteen minutes a dsy for a fev; v.eeks on
actual drill v/ith action-chains directed toward verb
forms will clear up man^ verb difficulties for the stu-
dent who through four or five years of stumbling has
wondered what it was "all about."
(40)
Althoagh Gouin's text is very old, it is useful in
that ever-difficalt problem of distinguishing between
past and present-perfect tenses. His "six-periods of time
and distinctions between definite and indefinite perioas
of tiiiie" are helpful.
In the study of those most difficult of verbs ( be,
have, do, shall, will, can, may, must, ought, neea, dare,
usea ) the teacher v/ill find iLUch help in a supplement of
the Bulletin entitled, "The Theory of the Anomalous
Pinites," This is suggestive of methods of treating the
present and preterite tenses, emjphatic fiorms, the negatives.
The last is difficult for the Korean stuaent. He cannot
understand why the English-speaking person says, "I am, I
am not," but does not say, "I go, I go not,"
(40) Goumn, Francois, "Teaching and Studying Languages."
« 5 t 5
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We must say again that practice leads to the forraa-
tion of speech habits, niere discussion of theory a oes
not. "It matters little if the pupils can repeat the
grammatical rule which says, "The verb must agree v^ith
its subject in gender, person, and number,' if they do
not instinctively and automatically make them agree.,..
There is no rule so successful as che rule of repeti-
(41)
tion."
4, The English pronouns. Since the Korean lan-
guage can hardly be said to possess any pronouns, a
special study of these in English is necessary. The
very common confusion of the feminine and masculine
personal pronouns must be corrected. The relative
clause is unknown in Korea; the substitute is a pre-
sent or past participle placed before the noun.
Example:
English: The man who came here is my friend,
Korean: Having-come-here miaii ray friend is.
English: The boat which is going to America
left this morning,
Korean: To-day morning America-going- to boat
left.
(41) Cummings, Thomas F, "How to Learn a Language."
f i- <
t
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A realization of the difference in Korean and American
idiom goes far to create right habits of thixiking, but
much practice must be given. Be content with simple sub-
ject matter until the correct habit is formed,
5. Adverbial time and place phrases. A thorough
study should be made of these. This can best be done by
the use of substitution tables which ban be simple or
difficult in vocabulary as the needs of the class dsniand.
Sub.1 ect Verb Ob.j ect Adverbial of Tim
I saw it then
Ke read them just now
We wrote letters to-day
this vveeJk
She played tennis this evening
last evening
yesterday
last night
on Sunday
in iiarch
etc.
Here, also is a chance to observe English idiom: v/e say
"yesterday" but nofyesterday night." Attention may be
called to the prepositions useo. in certain time-phrases:
on ii/Ionday, in March Btc,
4
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Many points of grammar can be taught effectively
by such simple substitution tables. Certain type-senten-
ces can be .uemorized by the student which will provide
her with a guide in doubtful cases,
6, Word- order. English wori-order can oe learnea
only through careful attention to this matter during the
entire course. Since the English and the Korean word-order
are so different, the fact shoula be appreciated and account
taken of it.
Example
:
English: I cameL to Korea last September,
Korean: I last year ninth month Korea- to came.
In the foregoing v;e have directea our attention t o
the correction of certain errors of speech. Many of the
exercises suggestea can be used quite as effectively for
the correction of errors in v;ritten English. The various
types of exercises suggestea by iir. Palmer in "The Scientific
(42)
Study and Teaching of Languages," will be found to be
useful for either corrective or habit-forming work.
(42) Palmer, H.S., "The Scientific Study and Teaching of
Languages." Pages 207-224.
II
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VI. Exercises Designed to Form Correct Kabits in Oral
and V>ritten Composition,
These exercises need not differ greatly from those
just outlined, but they should be directea tov.ard more
constructive work in composition.
Useful oral composition exercises can be based on
reading texts, the iLaterial of v/hich has previously/ been
well assimilated. Such Y«ork could take the form of
answers t o series of questions based on che texts or cn
topics suggested them. "Stress (should be) laid on
the great usefulness of the 'sequential group' for
(43)
giving oral drill based on any^ sort of subject matter."
Such series could be vvorked out on the follov^ing topics,
and on many others equally as interesting to Korean women;
1, Stories from Korean history.
•d. StDDies from Greek and Roman mythology.
3. Selectea Bible stories.
4. Home nursing,
5. Household science,
6. Simple health facts.
7. Korean home life,
S. Survey of literature.
9. riodern inventions, etc. etc.
(43) Downs, Darley, in "The Bulletin New Series, l\o 28,
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With any reading text as a basis there is no limit
to the exercises than can be devisea on the aaialo^y of
those containea in the series of conioosi cion books callea
"Gradea Exercises in English Composition,"
The value of aictation as a means of forming correct
v/riting habits must here be mentionea, i^rown gives the
following values for dictatioxi, v/hich hold as true for
dictation in a foreign as in the native language:
1. Practice in the handling of the sentence.
^i. Directs attentio.i to grammatical constructions,
3, Helps students to learn to punctuate and capital-
ize,
4, Enlarges the vocabulary and gives practice in the
use of v;ords already known,
5, Eills the iLind v.ith good standards of speech,
6, prevents the pupil from separating the sooken
(44)
language and v^-riting."
Handschin appraises dictation in the follov/ing statement:
"One form of writing which is indispensable, not only in
the first year, but throughout the course, is dictation.
Its object is to test hearing, quick comprehension, the
(44) Brown, Rollo, "Hov/ the French Boy Learns to Irite."
Page 56,
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knowledge of accidence, orthography and punctuation,,.,
A good working rale for the amount of achievenient in
writing is; Hie class should be able to write correctly
(45)
all matter which they can speak correctly."
The following types of exercises, suggested by
(46)
Brown, can be used to further the formation of correct
habits:
1. Sentence completions.
2. Conversions;
plurals to singulars etc.
Masculines to feminine s.
Infinitives to finites*
Declarations into interrogatives»
Positive into negative.
Direct into indirect,
3, Sffibsti tut ions,
4, Supplying adjectives corresponding to nounds.
5, Antonyms and synonyms.
Other other helpful books and articles are;
1. "Classroom Procedures and Devices," Palmer Pages
101-119.
(45) Handschin, Charles E.
, "Methods of Lledern Language
leaching," Pages 172, 175
(46) Brown, Roll, "How the French Boy Learns to Y.rite,"
page 94.

2. "I^iiethods of Modern Language Teaching," Handschin.
Pages: 146-148; 169-170; 182-163; 203-204;
235-256; 285.
3. luodern Language Journal, 1917; Paul Titsworth,
"Devices for Classroom Procedure."
4. Llodern Language Journal, 19 Id.
Betz, Jepjfinette, "The i\inction of Dictation in
the Teaching of Ivlodern Languages."
5. Modern Language Bulletin, 1917, Vol, 3, iio. 3.
Schvi'abe, P.C. "The [Jse of V^all Pictures for
Conversation and Composition in German."
VII. The Reading Program.
Although the various procedures already outlined
may seem to offer quite enough -work for the first-year
student, a definite program of reading must be undertaken.
The Uiaterial selected should be na.rrative rather than
descriptive in character, and should consist of short
stories which can be read at one sitting. They may also
form the basis of later composition work.
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The treatment of any reading text should be character-
ized by firm adherence to the principle of intensive and
special preparation before actual silent or oral reaaing
is done. Brown's affirmation applies here: "This pre-
liminary discussion is based on the conviction that a boy
should never be required to real orally anything he does
(47)
not unaerstand fully."
Viith the short story the method described by Glehn
could well be usea. Stories are selected which can be
presented in consecutive pictures, a series of tableaux,
or successive movements or steps. The story is first
presented orally and the student's attention fixea on the
central event of each step. The essential verbs of
narration are then distinguished from the purely descrip-
tive ones, and t,he events of the story arrangea in a
series comparable to the simple action-chains already des-
cribed. The series can then be given all f oru^s of mutation
modification, and reproduction: it can be told by the
characters in the present or past tenses; it can be actea
in series, each person saying what he is doing as he aoes it
it can be told as if by t^' o people to bring cut plural forms
(47) 3rov/n, Rollo, "How the French Boy Learns to Write,"
page 119.
\ 5
I.
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it can be converted into a real scene with dialogue; it
can be told by question and answer; with advanced classes
it can be the basis of numerous forms of freer reproduction,
Glehn says, "At any rate, the 'reproductive' treatment
of linguistic material. ... is absolutely essential to the
true application of our fundamental principles for it con-
stitutes, predominantly, the means of acqaisitionjby conscious
assimilation, and yet it includes all but the most creative
(48)
forms of s 2lf-expression and composition,"
Bloorafield's method of using the text is as follows;
"Instead of translation the work with a text should con-
sist of repeated use of its contents in hearing, reaaing,
speaking, and writing. The beginning is best made before
the pupil has ever seen the text. The teacher explains in
the foreign language the new expressions which are to occur,
and leads the oupil to use chem in speech over and over
again. Then the pupils are required first to read the nev;
selection correctly after the teacher, later to answer
Yv'ith the book, then v/ithout it, simple questions about it,
to converse about its subject matter and to retell it in
(49)
speech and in v/riting."
48) Glehn, Louis de, "The Hew Teaching," Page 112.
49) Bloomfield, Leonard, "The Study of Languages,"
page
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^ As texts suitable for such treatment we would
recommend the following:
1, "Great Pictures and Their Stories."
2, "i'ifty Famous Stories." jialdwin.
3, "Thirty Famous People." j3aldwin.
4, Aesops Fables". Jacobs,
5, "Childrens Series of the .loaeiin ^ieaaer's isible,
6, "Greek Folk Stories." Peauody,
7, "Barabi," Salten.
(
*
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THE COMPLETE PROGHAiii OF THE FIR^T- YEAH
l^Tumber Title Hours
1. Speech Psychology and Principles of
Language Study 2.
2. Corrective Phonetics. Distributee in
fifteen-minute periods at the begin-
ning of each hour devoted to courses
5, 4, and 5. 2,
3. Basis Speech liiaterial.
Drill, conversation, and composition. 2,
4, Corrective and Constructive Oral and
Written Composition 3,
5, Reading: Oral Preparation, Heading, and'
Composition baseci on the text. 3.
Total houBS 12,
5 1
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CHAPTER IV.
THE PxiOGRAi^Ji Oi' TEE SEGOi^D YEAH
I. The Oral Pro^rarn.
The student who presents herself for adiLission into
the second-year class of Ii.\vha College shoula have securea
accuracy in Lhe elementary ffiechanisrii of the spolcen lan-
guage, and should be preparea for a riiore extensive .jro-
graifj. The oral '-^ork of the previous year v. as convention-
al and liix;iteci.; in the second year the teacher ruay v.ell
begin to allcvv freer forias of v.ork, but never more rapid-
ly than the progress of the class v-arrants. Concerning
the spoken language Handschin says, "A gooa practical
rule is: If the average stuaent does not spesic 75% cor-
rectly, simpler n.atter shoula be introduceu at one 3. If
the gradation has been proper, a higher percent shoula
be spoken correctly, S8.y 90%, If less than Vb/c? is spoken
correctly, there is about as much harrii being aone as ^qoq.,
since it re ;airea ,..cre effort to unlea,rn bad iorii,s than
(bO)
to lear:i correct ones."
In the oral work of ohe second year stress should be
laid on v;hat is popularly knovvn as "conversation," though
(50) liandschin, Charles K. , "Methods of Teaching Modern
Languages," Page 26 Z>,
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the class procecure shoald be vary different frc::. that
in vogue in liaany schools \'\ihere the "conversation be-
longs to the teacher alone, ana the stuaent's part is
a juzzleo. listening. This is not v.hat \.e c-ean by "con-
versation." Definite exercises shoala oe devised to
meet practical, social situations. Tnis v. ork v.ill be an
expansion of the itore drill-like v;ork conductea in the
first year v.ith such texts as "Everyday Sentences in
Spoken English," "The Reaay Speaker," etc. Leaaing
questions relating to actual or possiole situations at
Sv/ha should be asked in oraer to set for the class a
definite problerL. The follov.ing series is illustrative
of a hunu.ed sirrjilar situations that coula be aealt vvith:
problem : You are the hostess on visitor's aay at Ewha
College, A group of American or ^jritish visitors arrive
and ask ^o be shov.n this college of which they have often
heard and read, hov/ v.ill you meet this situation?
Plan of study : In preparation for the aiscussion
of this problem at tomorrovv's recitation, ask two English-
speaking people v.'hat they Y;ould consider appropriate actions
rc
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and remarks in each of the follcY-ia^ cases. Ask them to be
soecixic, to tell you, not some ponipous, elegant phrase,
but what they actually would say in each case. Bring to
class their ^nsv.ers as well as your own opinion of the
best thing to say ana du in aach )articular.
Questions
:
1. How weald you greet the guests, and how ixitro-
auce yourself?
^, V<hat plan of luarch v.ould you take th^-ough the
grounds and buildings?
3, lioagine yourself ytanaing in certain places on
the campus, or in buildings. Vvhat interesting facts
could you tell the _,uests about each place?
4. Kow, and in what \.crds woula you tell the
guests aoujething of the spirit of college life here,
of the history ana traaitions of Sv/ha College?
o, Vshat could you say to n.ake tx.erL feel entjiusiastic
about this college and interested in E\\ha College girls?
6, Iinagine what questions the^ might ask aoout
Korean social customs, Ev.ha College life, etc., etc.,
and what responses you w ould make*
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7. IiLagine what personal questions they might ask
you, and hcv/ you v/ould answer without undue shyness or
embarrassment,
o. How would you introduce these guests to teachers
or students you iLight meet?
If they asked questions about the acadeihic
standing of Ev.ha College, its ;lace in the Japanese
e'-;.ucational system, or hov. it conipc.res with Auaerican
colleges, what would you say?
10. Vihat woald you tell them about Ev^ha's plans
for the future that might enlist their interest and
enthusiasm?
11. In saying Good Bye to them, what appropriate
and gracious remarks could you make in appreciation of
their visit?
Etc., etc,,
Vkhen an entire class attacks such a definite problem
wath enthusiasm, the practical results in improved
vocabulary, and ease and charu. of social bearing cannot
be estiiuatea. Such work can be done, however, only if
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tiie previous training has been accurate and drill-like
so that the lundarcental rriechanisms ci speech are already
mastered, ITo definite text can be reco.i-ii.ended for this
Vi/ork; the teacher iLust plan aua initii^te her ov.n problems.
The n^aterial thus gathered over a perioa of teaching
should be coiLpilad into a book v.hich might be suggestive
to future teachers and provide a iLore definite g..iae to
the "conversation " vvork of tne second year.
Other forms of oral v*ork can be done in c onnection
Y;ith the reading of current nev»t articles. "The Hev;s
Outline," "Current Events," or "World Mev.s" can be usea
according to the advancement of the class. Articles of
current interest should oe usea as the basis for class
discussion and report. In the v. crk of this year, the
Korean stuaent sho .Id be acquiring an erxlarged speaking
vocabulary relating to a v/iaa ra ige of activity . Like
(51)
the French boy of vvhom Brown . rites she should be
acquiring the abil .t^ to f speak intelligently about the
professions, the occupations of v.orking!(ften(and vvomen)
(51) Brown, Rollo, "How the French Boy Learns tc Write,"
Page 56,
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the farni, social life, political life, " business and educa-
ticiial life, to "discuss the Hiore familiar phenomenon
of the atmosphere, the physical qualities of his (her)
friends, their moral virtues and their moral faults, to
use accurately the vvords that spring from such relations
as commerce, v.ar, co^Lonization, life in the city or the
small villages," and a hundred other interests that caji
be found to relate to everyday life, or to the v.ider and
broader fields of national o.nd interixational relation-
ships.
II. The Reading Program
.
All that v.as written in Chapi-er III concerning the
value of careful preparation for the reading material,
and the necessity of its being assimilatea oy osa 1 arid
T.'vritten exercises - this applies quite as fully to the
reading ^jrogram of the second year. The recomnienaation
of the Canadian Corner: it tee on Kodern Languages may v. ell
be taken as a guide for procedure and as a aefinition of
what is meant by the terra "reading," This comii.ittee
recoL^.ends "a transfer of emphasis fron. grammar to
c
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reaaing..,, 3y reading is iLeant the ability "Co c ompre-
hend ideas expressea in a foreign language, vvhich is
different f roni the study of. a language for the sake of
(52)
grarr.matical analysis or for so-called translation,"
By this tiffie the pupil should "be aole to read V/ith
oleasure and unaerstaiiding the sin.jler, less abstract
(OS)
forras of literature." The texts th&-t v/e select for this
year are the simpler classics and stories that v,oula be
used in the eighth, ninth, tenth, and eleventh grades in
Ajiierica;
"Literature in the Junior high School" Jiolenius
"Alice in Wonderlana"
"Age of i^able"
"j;;lerry Adventut'es of Kobixi hood"
"Stories of the Aeneid"
"Stories of the Oayssey"
"The Dog of S'landers"
"The Pirst Ghristn.as"
"The Yiuged iiorse"
"A Drajxatic i\aaaer"
"Paths of Peace" i^ooks 1 and
"Siriort Stories"
"King of the Golden luver"
Carroll
ibulf inch
Pyle
Church
Church
Ouiaa
Van Dyke
Auslander and hil
Heaalana ana
Treble
Cxfora U. Press
Moulton
Hufekin
plays Suitable icr a study of avaryday, conversa icnal
English:
"Milestones" jsennett
"The .lolluscE Davie
s
"The Thunaerbolt" Pinero
"lhat the Public Ytants" isennett
"You iTe^er Can Tell" Shaw
"The Case of xAebellious Susan Jones
(52)
(53)
"Modern Language Instruction in Canada" Vol, I,
Intro, xli and xliii,
Glehn, Louis de, in "The ilew Teaching," Page 113.
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III, The Coil ijQ sit ion Pro-rau .
Much of the written Vvork of the second year shoula
be basea upon the reading texts and relateu topics.
ITreer forms of v.ork should be aone than in the preceding
year, out the v.ritten worl^should at first be of paraigraph
length only, later cou.paratively short and simple ccn;posi-
tions should be written, i'or all of these careful planning
and preparaticii should be lucde. Again the lesson from
ihe S'rench teacher is neeaea: "But one princi le that
dominates all the ]?rench teacher's v/ork in composition
deserves a ls.rger place in cur own classes; that is the
doing of the chief part of the work oefore the pupil
Y,/rites, rather than after he has written,,,. Y.e rely so
largely upon correction and criticism rather than ore-
(o4)
vision.
"
Y*ith d ef ini te, limited subjects for composition well
within the range of the Korean .^upil's experience, accurate
and efficient work can be aone, lirown's chaotfer on comioosition
(55)
will be helpiul in plamiing various composition assigmuents.
(54) Brown, Rollo, "How the
Pages
(55) " .. pa^es
French Boy Learns to Y^rite,"
220-^k,l
46-69, Chapter III.
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A word shoula be said about the place of so-callea
formal grajQLar in the conuosition yro^rsiu of this ^ee.r,
V.e are quite in ;,.greeiijent ..ith iilooii.f iela' s state^.ent
that, "In foreign language teaching, graimiiar is of use
only Yk'here it definitely contributes to the ease of
(56)
learning," Brfi)v«n's statexi.ent is in nxre detail; "Its
(granjniar) chief ain. is a raastery of the tools of every-
day expression. Although it is not believed anyone-
sc far as I an: able to leav-n - that a knowledge of gram-
matical principles v.ill inevitably leaa one to speak or
write correctly, it is generally luaintained tht.t this
knovvledge, if sxquirea. unaer favoraole conditions, is
of sciLe definite value as a p§rt of the pupil's equip-
(57)
irent for effective expression,"
The students of the second year at Evvha College
should have no definite course labellea "Graiiimar , " but
they shoald possess a gooa gre^uiijc.r text for reference;
points of graniuar necessary in c oapositicn shoula be
a.nticipc.teu, if possible, ejtia taught before needed, A
gooa text is Paln.er's "A Graitoar of Spoken English,"
vvritten especially for foreign, adult students of English.
(56) iiloomfield, Leonard, "The Study of Languages," Page 503
(57) Brovvn, Rollc, "How the ?rexich hoy Learns to Y.rite."
Page 90,

THE COiiPLETE PiiOGRAi.i 0? ThS SEGQJ:ID YEAR
Nuiuber Title Hours
1. oral Coirrocsi tion : 3,
Conversation through probleiLS,
ile^Aspaper reaaing and discussion
Series on Everyday Subjects,
2. Reading: 5,
preparation
Reading
AssiiTiilation
3, Oral &jnd Written Composition
Applied Grai:u..ar
Relatea topics
4.
Total hours 12.
(
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ChAPTfiK V.
I. The Oral COii-oositicn Pro^raiu .
The students of tne uhira year of Swha College
ought to be quite at hoae in iuost foriLS of i.^icriLal,
everyday, conversational soeech. The org.l progran. of
the third year vwill aiit to enlarge and broaden the vocab
ulary, ana to give training in the dignified lorri-s of
(5d)
English speech necessary on ruore for^.-al occasions.
The best \.ay to accomplish this would be, perhaps, ohe
organization of the class into a club of one kind or
another. This Vvould ^ive opportunity for practice in
organizing, in parliamentary procedure, in the presen-
tation of all types of pro^raiLs in v.hich 'Ghe more formal
speech, simple English plays, coiBi.ittee reports etc.,
might form a part.
Only the broaaer outlines of such a plan neea be
suggested here since the details must oe aetermined by
class p-ersonnel and the specific conditions under which
the class is organizea,
(5d) See Krapp, G.P. "Tne Knowledge of English," Pages
60-7<;. Levels of Eai.^lish Speech.
<r
The school library should contain a wide variety oi
English books and li.a^azines: classics, history, stories,
books 01 (general interest, current, nevvspap-^rs in English,
and English li^agazines. In these .he teacher ana class
ineiiibers can find i^jaterial ior reports, "speecnes", ana
suggestions for ...any protiranis.
The fcllcv.'ini^ papers and n;agazines s.re su^gestea:
1. The Sevvs Outline.
2. Current Events,
3. Vvorld i\ews
4. The iNlational Geographic.
5. The Magazine V.orld.
6. Atlantic Magazine.
7. Literary Digest.
c
C 5 «
c
II. The ReadinK Pro^rani .
In the third year, more diificuli. classics, general
and current literature, current rnagazine reaaing, etc,
may consitute the iLajor part cf the reading material.
The teacher should be no less careful in the preparation
for the classics which are to oe stuaied intensively; she
shoula in addition provide aiLple Hiaterial for supplen.en-
tary reading, and encourage students to ao as n^uch as
possible. The student should by this tin:e be raady for a
liii.ited amount of cursory, rather than intensive reading,
Luch CI this can be acne in coiinection with the club v.ork
of the oral ,rograLi,
Q,uestions usee, in the study cf the reading texts
shoula by this time oe less mecha.iic&.l; they shoula oe
airected not so nvuch tov-ard the assiLiijllation of material,
as to interpretation ana appreciation of the coiitent and
the expression of judgruents. Q,uestions asked should
rf.ore nearly approach those that v.oild be asea in stua^/^ing
the literature of one's native language.
The books listea on the following page wcula, we
believe, be appropriate for reaaing material in this
year.
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Autobiography
"
Life of jiGcker T. 'Aasiii.ig ton"
Story of Life"
The Golden Age"
The Gr-jat Stone i?ace"
V;onderbook for Boj s ana jSiris"
Tanglev.coa Tales"
Rip Van Y. inkle"
Legend of Sleepy hollow"
Gettysburg Adaress"
?iad Piper"
Select .lasterpiaces of j:)ib±ical
Literature"
Old Greek ii'olk Stories"
i'oar Great Aa.ericans"
A i>ock of Golden Deeas"
The Jmiior Classics" Selections
The Ghilaren's hour" 3electio-iS
Cities and their Stories"
Round the Yiorld in Folk Tales"
Ivanhoe" Abridged
Dickens Reader"
Thackary Reader "
The Enchantea Past"
Atlantic Classics"
Courtshi ; of -iles S'candish"
hia^Aatha"
Robinson Crusoe"
Representative Short Stories" '{i^Le.cai
Letters to His Chilafen"
Stories of j'aiiious V.Oiijen"
Merchant of Venice"
As You Like It"
Much Aao About "nothing"
Tvvelfth i:ight"
Master Vvill of Stratfora"
The Little King"
"Peter Pan"
etc.
Pranklin
Keller, Helen
GrahaiLe
havvtnorne
navv thorite
ha\;thorne
Irving
Irviiig
Lincoln
jsr cT/vning
Moult on
isalav.in
x>aIdwin
Yonge
Eliot
Pov/er
Pleuiing
Scott
Collins
Sii.ith
Lo..gf ellow
Longfellow
Lejioe
illaji
)
Roosevelt
Lane
Shakespeare
Garnet
t
syynn e
xjarrie
9^
c
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III, The CoiLQOsition Pro^^ranti.
Hiis should be definiLely corralatea with, the read-
ing program and the v.ork of the oral prograiL. The topics
upon which v.riting is done should be of real interest to
Korean stuaents, exid should aertand more aetailed treatment
than those of previous years, i^rov.n's suggestions for
varying aegrees of aifiiculty in com jositicu are useful
(59)
here.
The Composition work of this year (as v. ell a s that
of the fourth year) should os stimulated and motivatea
by the publication of a school magazine in which material
of highest merit and correctness Yvould be printed. The
staff members of such a paper or magazine shoula be chosen
from the two upper classes.
There are xio text oooks of com.position published in
Englaaii or America which are appropriate to oe gut into
the hands of Korean stuaents. In outling comiposition
work, the following oooks will oe suggesive to the
teacher:
(59) Brown, Rollo, "How^ the French Boy Learns to Y^rite,"
Pages 65-72.
t
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Informal Oral Gornoosi tion"
"The Speech Arts"
"Thinking, Speaking ana V.ritiiig"
"The Short Speech"
"iNfevvs Writing"
"Princi jles of CoiLposi tion"
"Experiments in V.riting"
"Written aiia Spoken English"
"Composition Stanaards"
"English, Spoken ana Written"
"Journalism for High Schools"
•'mC-e'addsn Exiglish Series"
Wilson
Craig
Knickerbocker
jiaker
iiorah
isoyiiton
Cook
Clippinger
Savitz
iTelson
Otto
llcPadd jn
Iv. The Teacher- trainin^y Prop^ran. ,
Since many graduates of che literary course at
Evvha College later become teachers of English, the thira
year of tnis ccuise is none too ea-i'ly to oegin a definite
program of teachar-trainiii^. In such a course the class
should make a study of the aims to be sought in the teach-
ing of English in the higher comrijcn school. They should
observe the teaching of -i^nglish in the various higher
common schools of ^he city, make reports in clt.ss, and
criticize sach teaching. The observation in this course
might \^ell be confined to the first two years of the
higher comiiion school course in English.
(
THE COi^LETE PkiOORAM. OP ThE TnlxiD YEAxt
iluiLber Title Hours
1. Oral Prograirj: 3
Club Y.ork
More formal Short Speeches
2. Reaaing: Classics, magazines. 3
Survey of Literature etc.
3. GciLposition : 2
The Longer Composition
Assist in Publication of School
Magazine.
4. Teacher Training: Observation 2
iieport
CriticisiL
Total Hours 10
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CHAPTER VI,
TiiS PROGRiuu OP TriE POURTh YEAH
I. The Oral ProR-raii] .
The oia 1 v.ork of the fourth year shoj.ld be continuea
in much the sau^e manner as that of the thira year. In
the fourth year the longer, n^ore formal, an d dignified
speeches or talks should be jracticed, lon^^er ^apers
and reports reqo.ire'-^. The club v. ork iLight take "ohe foric of
preparation and practice for certain interclass actiifities:
aebatas, oratorical contests, ana siii>ilar activities in
the English language. The clubs of the third and fourth
years would be the means of stimulating vsholesoiLe rivalry
in such a ctivities , In ccniiection VkiLh both of these years
the frequent use of the libcary, reference books, and
magazines shoalo. oe encourageu,
II. The Heading- Pro.sram .
During this year a \. ide range of reading should be
acne. This should include classics, history, aescx'iptive
and narrative ;rcs2, drari.a.» poetry, survey of literature,
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current iiiagazines etc. From the followin^^ selections
could be made. The aibount of material to be covered
must be deteruLined by the aoility of the clb.ss. Students
shoala be given encouragement and aaaitionc.l creait for
extra reading.
"Life of Alice Freenian Palmer" Palmer
"Heroes, Greek Fairy Tales" Kingsley
"The laking of an Aiuerican" Riis
"The Boys King Arthur" Lanier
"Galliver's Travels" 3v»iit
"Pilgrim's Progress" ( These three books are Bunyan
"The Jangle Book"
"Just So Stories"
reserved till tne fourthivip-Ling
year because of pecu-
liar aiction)
"Story Telling Ballads"
"The Story of the orld' s Literature"
"Gods and Heroes"
"This SingingY.'orld"
"Master Skylark"
"Macbeth"
"Hamlet"
"The Tempest"
"Tales fro;. Shakespeare"
"A Christmas Carol"
"Silas -ilarner"
"Les Miserables" Abriaged
"Prose Tales"
"The V<crld at V.ord" Oxfcra Tuelus trial Readers.
Ki_..ling
Olcott
Macy
Prancillon
Unterme^er
j^ennett
Shake speare
Lamb
Li ckens
Sliot
Hug 0
Poe
"The Book of Great Musicians'
"Selectea English Short Stories'
"Idylls of the King" Selectea
"Junior Play Book"
"Wonder Tales fr m if/agner"
"Abraham Lin c c In
"
"Joan of Arc"
Scholes
Yualker
Tennyson
Cohen
Chap in
Drinkv-ater
Drinkvvater
Etc.
(
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III. The Goiii position Pro,^raiL .
The fourth-year Gomjosition class (or classes)
should be directly responsiole icr the publication of
the school uiagazine; icuch of their written coniposition
•work should be directed to this end. The v.riting of
articles aealing vvith current national or international
probleiLS, v.ith educational, econoiTiic or religious con-
siderations - these, vvhen of superior iLetit, coula find
-oublication not only in the school caper, but in the
(60) (61)
"Korea kission ?ield", "The Seoul Press," the
(6^)
Snglish dailies printea in Japan, or in various educa-
tional and religious publications of the ruission boards
operating in Korea, The den^and for apprepriate n.aterial
for these is never satisfiea; Evvha College vvonien have
much to say to the readers of these publications v.hether
in the orient or the occiaent. v.ith such n.ctivation the
vvritten v.'ork of the fourth-year class oue,nt to ue interest-
ing and profitable.
(60) A monthly magazine issuea by the "federal Council of
Associated Missions in Korea."
(61) A weekly English newspaper issueo. at Seoul,
(62) Such as "The Osaka .aainichi , " " The Japan Aavertiser ",
etc.
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) IV. The Teacher- training; ProsrajL.
r In the teacher- training prot^raic of the fourth
year the more advanced classes of the higher comiLon
school shoala be observed; reports and criticis^^.s
shoula be rLa.de. lu this year the class riienibers should
Yvork out lesson jlans for the teaching of Skiglish, and
should have training in practice teaching. In this
year, too, the student should oecojone faiuiliar v,ith the
best text books to be used iii the higher con^iLon school.
Every effort should be made to send out froru the literjcry
course of the Swha Hi'oman's College a teacher proficient in
spoken and v/ritten Jinglish, and vvith the definite train-
ing necessary to luake her & valuable and capr/ole teacher
of the English language in Lhe higher coniriion schools of
Korea.
(
THE COIiPLfiTiii pjrtOGxiAik Oij' Tiiii ij'OUitTii YhA^i
Number Title
1, Oral Composition:
Club V. ork
progjc&Ks, longer speeches, debates,
Orations, Chapel Talks etc.
2. Reading
3, Composition:
Longer articles, stories.
Publication of School Paper,
preparation of articles Vvith a view to
V/ider circulation through English
magazines etc,
4. Teacher-training:
Observation, report.
Le s s ori -p lan/i ing
.
Practice teaching.
Total hours.
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CiiAPTIiK VII.
SUMlL^uiY COiJCLUSIOU
The progranj cutlinsa in the foregoing six chapters
has been -resentea in the hope that it way jtoyq a useful
and practical plan to be put into actual operation in the
Sv«ha Roman's Gollej^e,
The difficulties pertaining to the foriLulation of
such a course have been fully recognizea; the -.riter's inade-
quate preparation to attexi.pt such a v.ork has been fully
realized. Yet the need for such a prograxu has been so
great that this atteiupt is aade.
As a background for this ^Acrk, the history of the
Ewha V<onian's College has been briefly presenteoi; its
founding, registration, and present organization have
been discussea. The place of the Evvha Woman's College in the
educational system of Korea has been shovm, as ^-ell as
the present conditions una:2r \;hich English iLUst be taught
there. The V:riter's experience in Korea has lea to the
conviction that any prograiTi for the teaching of jinglish
there ir.ust meet actual conaitions. For this reasoii the
program as outlined is an attempt at a Vi/orkable, practi-
cal one, rather than an ideal one.
ct
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As a necessary preliminary to the actual progrsjii,
certain fundamental questions have been askea. These are;
"Vihy is the English language taU(iht at Ev;ha College? V.hat
objectives c.re to be sougnt in this teacning? Y«hat prin-
ciples are to guide the English teaching in the E\^,ha
YiOman' s College? The ansv^'ers to these questions have
shown definitely the iaeals that undeelie the Ent^lish
teaching prograjij, v»hat definite objectives are to oe sought,
and on v.hat f unaaiijental princi les ohe teaching of English
as a foreign language is to be basea.
Actual conditions novv obtaining at the Ev.ha VscrDan's
College make nscesbary a corrective program for the first
year. In this jprograiii seven lines of procedure have been
advocatea: first, the preliminary examination, the very
great importance of vvhich must be realizeu, since it can
give a correct diagnosis of the stuaent's mastery of Eng-
lish, as v.ell as a definite intimt-tion of the v/ork necessary
in the corrective program; secona, a prograni of instruction
in speech sychology and the principles of language learn-
ing, which is advocated oecause of the lack of such definite
training in the higher coinnjon schools of Korea, ajid because
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of the obvious neea of such instruction if results in
laxigu&ge-learning are to be obtained; thirc^, a program
of phonetics to correct vvrong haoits in pronunciation,
intonation, cadance, etc.; fourth, the study of basic-
speech material, a procedure designee lo provide the
student v>ith material not only intrinsically useful,
but important as a model for the composi ^ion of analog-
ous mjaterial; fifth, a series of exercises designer to
correct aefinite speech errors of Korean stuaents, con-
sidered under the heaas of the noan, the article, the
verb, the pronoun, the aaverbial phrase, ana v-ora-order;
sixth, a program of exercises to form correct habits in
oral and ^.ritten composibion; saventh, a reading program
designed in such a manner as to give the student proper
preparation for reading, practice in actual reading, and
experience in -/.riting com.pcsi tions basea upon reaaing
material. These seven "lines of attack" form the corrective
program of the first year.
The v.'ork designed for the second year has been
grouped under three headings; the oral progranj, the reading
progrsjTi and the composition program. Jn the first of these
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an expandsd traatirient of the basic- speech iiiaterial 6f
the first year has been adviseu. The illustration
^iven is intended as an indication of v.hat Lhe teacher
may 'work out in the "conversation" class of this year.
Under the topic, the reading prograiL, detailea sau;gestions
have been j^iven as to selection and tteatrcent of texts
in oraer that the text material inay ue fully understood
and adequately assimilated ^y the stuaent v.'ithoat re-
course to translation. The con.position pro^jTaii. of this
year is characterized by a freer treatment, but it is
still bc.sed on the reading material. The utn.ost effort
has been made to stress the advisibility of haTing very
close correlation betvveen reading and composition work.
The main outlines of the work ofthe third and
fourth years are alike since the objectives of these two
years are so similar. The program has been arrangeo.
under four heads: oral work, reading, composi tion, gjnd
teacher-training program.
The work planned for these two years is character-
ized by a much freer and broader treatment. By this time
the student should have mastered the mechanics of speech
and be aule to read fluently, ihe oral program has been
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directed toward rr^ore fornjal and aignif ied spaech, of
which the organization of clubs and the presentation of
jrograiLS are the norrxjal expression. The material of
the reading program is of much vviaer scope; an effort
has been nuae to have the prograiXiS of these years leaa
to an appreciation of English as literature, ana to build
uo in the stuaent every-day reading habits of such a
character that the entire range of niodern English publi-
cations may be open to her. The composition rrogran. of
these years has been so plannea that it may leaa the
Korean v.oruan to a mastery of English as a means of ex-
pressing herself and her country to the Sii^lish- speaking
world.
In the V. ork of the last two years especially should
the iaeals that underlie English teaching at E%vha College
come to full fruition. In these years bhe Korean woman
should find the English language a constantly increasing
medium through which as an individual she may be lea to
the culture of the English-speaking worlu. In these years
Korean college women shoula be coming to an increasingly
larger realization of their place in that comipany of
human souls everywhere who constantly strive toward all the
varying manifestations of "fuller and richer living."
ct
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APPENDIX
ENGLISH iiASTERY TEST AUDITOriY C OMPREHErJSIOlM
DICTATION FOR AUDITORY COMPREHENSION
Form O.
a. What are you?
b. What are you sitting on ?
c. What country is this?
1. How many is four and two?
2. I am a teacher. What are you?
3. What do you say when your friend is going away?
4. Where do people go walking?
5. What do you do with your mouth?
6. Which word means "not large" ?
7. Who will correct the answers to this examination?
8. What is the colour of your hair?
9. How many days are there in two weeks ?
Form—
O
1. two four six eight
2. write student room no
3. glad • good-bye thank you no sir
4. never house street often
5. walk hear speak look
6. big iMl mountain like
7. all some teacher class
8. blue yellow green black
9. two five seven fourteen
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ENGLISH ikASTERY TEST GRAiuMAH- IDIOM
Write the words needed in the blanks
1 . Where the rest of the students ?
2. All of my money in that box.
3. How many books she want now ?
4
o.
6.
7.
8.
9.
These books in English.
{tvrite)
That boy sick ever since last month.
The workman fell while he the house,
ibuUd)
A boy who will not work ought
He will come as soon as he the bell.
(licar)
School already.
(begin)
10. This house must next week.
Correct the mistakes in these sentences:—"""'*''^
19. He is like to play very much.
20. The doctor came as soon as he can.
21. Did you see what was he doing?
22. Where did he took his dog after that?
23. I was a teacher ever since in 1918.
24. They made the robbers went away.
25. They killed both he and his brother.
26. What song you sing next?
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KAITAKUSHA PKONE CHARTS
THE KAITAKUSHA
' ENGLISH PHONE CHARTS
signed by M. Onishi and J. V. Martin Approved by H. E. Palmer
Price ¥ 20.00 Size 23x19 inches
iThese English Charts are designed to meet the needs of
'idents and teachers of English Speech.
The English Phone Charts are large classroom or lecture
om charts designed to indicate graphically the nature of
2 English phones.
The English Phone Charts are so constructed that for each
lone
(0
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Tlie exact position of the tongue is indicated.
The proper shape of the lips is shown.
The space between the upper and lower teeth is seen.
The phonetic symbol (International Phonetic Alpha-
bet) appears for each phone in large heavy type.
References are given to the corresponding symbols
in the broader notation " of this alphabet and in
the " Webster " system.
The direction and the nature of the expulsion of
the breath current is indicated wherever possible.
Key words with groups of words phonetically trans-
cribed are provided for drill purposes.
Nasal
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